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PULLBACKS AND UNIVERSAL CATENARITY
Nooˆmen Jarboui and Ayada Jerbi
Abstract
This paper deals with the universal catenarity of a pullback con-
struction ring. It seeks necessary and sufficient conditions for such
a pullback to have the universal catenarity, improving some known
results. Its main result leads to new examples of universally cate-
narian domains.
1. Introduction
All rings considered in this paper are integral, commutative with unit
and with finite Krull dimension. For a domain R, we denote by qf(R)
its quotient field, R[n] the ring of polynomials in n indeterminates with
coefficients in R (for n = 1, R[1] = R[X ] is the ring of polynomials
in one indeterminate), and by Spec(R) the set of all prime ideals of R.
The Krull dimension of a ring R, written dim(R) is the supremum of
the lengths of chains of prime ideals in R. The valuative dimension
of R is the supremum in N∪{+∞} of the sequence (dim(R[n])−n)n∈N
(cf. [7]). If p is a prime ideal of R we denote by htp its height (that is the
Krull dimension of Rp) and by htvp its valuative height (the valuative
dimension of Rp).
Recall that an integral domain R of finite Krull dimension n is a
Jaffard domain if its valuative dimension, dimv(R), is also n. A locally
Jaffard domain is a finite-dimensional domainR such that Rp is a Jaffard
domain for each p ∈ Spec(R). R is said to be totally Jaffard, if R/p is
locally Jaffard for each prime ideal p of R. Finite-dimensional Pru¨fer
domains and Noetherian domains are locally Jaffard domains.
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Let I be a nonzero ideal of an integral domain T , ϕ : T → E :=
T/I the natural projection, and D an integral domain contained in E.
Then R = ϕ−1(D) is the integral domain arising from the following








T −−−−→ T/I = E
.
We write R := (T, I,D) and we shall assume that D is properly con-
tained in T/I and hence, that R is properly contained in T . Pullbacks
have for many years been an important tool in the arsenal of commuta-
tive algebraists because of their use in producing examples. They have
become so important that in recent years there have been many papers
devoted to ring —and ideal— theoretic properties in pullback domains.
The goal of this paper is to determine how the universal catenarity of D
and T influence that of R.
Our work is motivated by three papers. The first is [2], in which,
D. F. Anderson et al. studied universally catenarian domains of
D + M type. The second is [12], in which, M. Fontana et al. stud-
ied the (universal) catenarity for the A + XB[X ] domains. Our third
motivation is [4], in which A. Ayache and the first author both devel-
oped several techniques useful for studying the S-property in pullbacks
in greater generality and derived characterizations of the S-property in
any arbitrary pullback.
Recall that a domain R is said to be catenarian if, for each consecu-
tive pair p ⊂ q of primes in R, htq = htp + 1. The class of catenarian
domains is stable under localization and quotient but not under poly-
nomial extensions. Thus in [5], the authors said that a domain R is
universally catenarian if R[n] is catenarian for all n. Examples of uni-
versally catenarian domains are Cohen-Macaullay domains, Pru¨fer do-
mains, Noetherian domains of (Krull) dimension 1 and finitely generated
algebra over a field. We assume familiarity with the above concepts, as
in [1], [2], [5], [13].
The main result of this paper is a criterion for the universal catenarity
of the pullback R := (T, I,D), generalizing [2, Theorem 2.2]. It allows
us to give new examples of universally catenarian domains, such as the
domains Z+XQ[X,Y ] (where Z is the ring of integers and Q the field
of rational numbers) and K+XK[X,Y ] (where K is an arbitrary field).
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The symbols T , D, I, R have the above meaning throughout the
paper. We use “⊂” to denote proper containment and “⊆” to denote
containment.
Transcendence degrees play an important role in our study: if R ⊂ S
are two domains, we denote by tr. deg[S : R] the transcendence degree
of the field of fractions of S over that of R.
Any unreferenced material is standard, as in [14].
2. Main Results
Before stating our main result, we recall from [11] that the exten-
sion R ⊂ T is said to be algebraic modulo I if for every two prime
ideals q, q′ of T such that I 6⊂ q′, q′ + I ⊆ q and ht(q ∩ R/q′ ∩ R) = 1,
then R/(q ∩ R) ⊂ T/q is algebraic. The extension R ⊂ T is said to be
universally algebraic modulo I if for every set {Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn} of inde-
terminates, the extension R[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn] ⊂ T [Z1, . . . , Zn] is algebraic
modulo I[Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn].
Recall that a domain R is a strong S-domain (strong S in short) if,
for each consecutive pair p ⊂ q of primes in R, the extended primes
p[X ] ⊂ q[X ] are consecutive in R[X ]. As the catenarity, the S-property
is not stable under polynomial extensions, thus a domain R is said to
be stably strong S if R[n] is strong S for any n, (cf. [13]). It is well
known that if R[X ] is catenarian, then R is strong S. Thus universally
catenarian domains are stably strong S-domains, hence locally Jaffard.
Recall also that a ring extensionA ⊂ B satisfies the altitude inequality
formula (resp., the altitude formula), if for each prime ideal q of B, one
has: htq + tr. deg[B/q : A/(q ∩ A)] ≤ ht(q ∩ A) + tr. deg[B : A], (resp.,
htq + tr. deg[B/q : A/(q ∩A)] = ht(q ∩A) + tr. deg[B : A]).
Note that the extension R ⊂ T satisfies the altitude formula if and
only if for each prime ideal q of T containing I, htq + tr. deg[T/q :
R/(q ∩R)] = ht(q ∩R).
We shall use the following notations: We denote by DT (I) = {Q ∈
Spec(T ) | I 6⊂ Q} and DR(I) = {P ∈ Spec(R) | I 6⊂ P}. Therefore it
follows from [9] that DT (I) and DR(I) are homeomorphic topological
subspaces respectively of Spec(T ) and Spec(R) equipped with the Zariski
topology.
Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that T is universally catenarian and that R ⊂ T
satisfies the altitude formula. Then the following statements are equiva-
lent:
(i) D is universally catenarian, the extension R ⊂ T is universally
algebraic modulo I and the following condition holds:
(∗) For each n and each prime P of R[n] containing I[n],
htP = htI[n] + ht(P/I[n]);
(ii) R is universally catenarian.
Before embarking in the proof of this theorem, we note that under
condition (i), the domain R is a stably strong S (cf. [4, Theorem 2.3]).
Thus R is locally Jaffard. Hence htp[n] = htp for each prime ideal p
of R. We recall also Cahen’s lemma [8, Proposition 4] which plays an
important role in this paper. Note that this lemma holds even for poly-
nomial rings since if R := (T, I,D), then R[n] := (T [n], I[n], D[n]) for
each nonzero integer n.
Lemma 2.2. Let R := (T, I,D) and P0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pn a chain of prime
ideals in R such that Pn is minimal among primes of R containing I
and Pn−1; then this chain lifts in T .
Proof of Theorem 2.1: (i) ⇒ (ii) Let P ′ ⊂ P be two consecutive prime
ideals in R[n]. Our task is to show that htP = htP ′ + 1. We discuss the
following cases.
Case 1: I[n] ⊆ P ′. Then I[n] ⊆ P. It follows that P ′/I[n] ⊂ P/I[n]
are consecutive prime ideals in D[n]. But D[n] is catenarian, hence
ht(P/I[n])=ht(P ′/I[n])+1.Therefore htP−htP ′=[htI[n]+ht(P/I[n])]−
[htI[n] + ht(P ′/I[n])] = 1, and hence htP = htP ′ + 1.
Case 2: I[n] 6⊂P. Then I[n] 6⊂P ′. The chain P ′⊂P lifts toQ′ ⊂ Q in T [n],
moreover Q′ ⊂ Q are consecutive because DR[n](I[n]) and DT [n](I[n])
are homeomorphic. Now since T [n] is catenarian, then htQ = htQ′ + 1.
We deduce that htP = htP ′ + 1.
Case 3: I[n] 6⊂ P ′ and I[n] ⊆ P. As P is minimal containing I[n] and P ′,
the chain P ′ ⊂ P lifts in T [n], to Q′ ⊂ Q. The ideal Q can be chosen
such that Q′ ⊂ Q are consecutive. We have htQ′ = htP ′. Thus it will
suffice to show that htQ = htP. Denote by q = Q∩T and p = P ∩R. We
get easily p = q ∩R and I ⊆ q. Using the fact that R and T are locally
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Jaffard, it follows from the special chain theorem [6] that:
htP = htp[n] + ht(P/p[n])
= htp+ ht(P/p[n]) = htp+ n− tr. deg[R[n]/P : R/p]
and
htQ = htq[n] + ht(Q/q[n]) = htq + n− tr. deg[T [n]/Q : T/q].
Thus
htQ− htP = htq − htp+ tr. deg[R[n]/P : R/p]− tr. deg[T [n]/Q : T/q].
But tr. deg[T [n]/Q : R[n]/P ] = 0, since the extension R ⊂ T is univer-









R[n]/P →֒ T [n]/Q
.
It follows that:
htQ− htP = htq − htp+ tr. deg[R[n]/P : R/p]− tr. deg[T [n]/Q : T/q]
= htq−htp+tr. deg[T [n]/Q : R/p]−tr. deg[T [n]/Q : R[n]/P ]
− tr. deg[T [n]/Q : R/p] + tr. deg[T/q : R/p]
= htq − htp+ tr. deg[T/q : R/p] = 0.
The latter equality follows from the altitude formula (from the hypoth-
esis). Finally, we get htP = htQ = htQ′ + 1 = htP ′ + 1, the desired
conclusion.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Since R is universally catenarian, then so is D. Moreover R is
stably strong S, hence by [4, Theorem 2.3], R ⊂ T is universally algebraic
modulo I. The catenarity of R[n] implies immediately condition (∗).
We derive the following results:
Corollary 2.3. Assume that T is a finitely generated R-algebra. If T is
universally catenarian, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) D is universally catenarian, the extension R ⊂ T is universally
algebraic modulo I, satisfies the altitude formula and condition (∗)
is satisfied;
(ii) R is universally catenarian.
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Proof: (i) implies (ii) from Theorem 2.1. Conversely, if R is universally
catenarian, it satisfies the altitude formula, that is, every extension R ⊂
T such that T is a finitely generated R-algebra satisfies the altitude
formula.
Corollary 2.4. Let R := (T, I,K) where K is a field. Suppose that T is
universally catenarian and for each prime ideal q of T such that I ⊆ q,
we have:
(1) htq + tr. deg[T/q : R/I] = htRI,
then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) R ⊂ T is universally algebraic modulo I;
(ii) R is universally catenarian.
Proof: The result follows from Theorem 2.1. Indeed as R/I ∼= K, I is
a maximal ideal of R. Thus, on the one hand, every ideal P of R[n]
containing I[n] is such that P ∩ R = I, and hence, the special chain
theorem implies condition (∗) of the theorem. On the other hand, each
prime ideal q of T containing I is such that q∩R = I, hence condition (1)
implies the altitude formula.
Lemma 2.5. If I is a finite intersection of maximal ideals of T , condi-
tion (∗) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied.
Proof: Denote by M1,M2, . . . ,Mm the maximal ideals of T such that
I =
⋂m
i=1 Mi. Let (0) = P0 ⊂ P1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ps = P be a chain of prime
ideals of R[n] realizing the height of P . There exists 1 ≤ i ≤ s such that
Pi is minimal among the prime ideals of R[n] containing I[n] and Pi−1.
The chain (0) = P0 ⊂ P1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pi lifts in T [n] as (0) = Q0 ⊂ Q1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Qi. Thus Qi ⊇ I and hence there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that
Qi ∩ T = Mj . It results that Pi ∩ R = I and by the special chain
theorem, htPi = htI[n] + ht(Pi/I[n]). Thus htP = htPi + ht(P/Pi) =
htI[n] + ht(Pi/I[n]) + ht(P/Pi) ≤ htI[n] + ht(P/I[n]), obviously the
reverse inequality always hold.
In what follows we recover [2, Theorem 2.2], but first recall from [3]
that a ring extension A ⊆ B is said to be residually algebraic if, for
each prime ideal q of B, B/q is algebraic over A/(q ∩A). One can check
easily that if R := (T, I,D) and R ⊂ T is residually algebraic then so
is R[n] ⊂ T [n] for each n. Thus R ⊂ T is universally algebraic modulo I
(cf. [4]).
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Corollary 2.6. Let R := (T,M,D), where M is a maximal ideal of T .
Suppose that K = T/M is the quotient field of D. If T and D are uni-
versally catenarian, then R is universally catenarian.
Proof: Since K = qf(D), then D ⊂ K is residually algebraic, hence R ⊂
T is universally algebraic moduloM (cf. [4]). Localizing atM , RM is the
pullback RM = (TM ,MTM ,K) thus RM = TM , hence, htTM = htRM.
It follows that the extension R ⊂ T satisfies the altitude formula. On
the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that the extension satisfies
condition (∗) of Theorem 2.1. Therefore the result follows from the
theorem.
Corollary 2.7. If I is a finite intersection of maximal ideals of T and
T is a universally catenarian ring. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) D is universally catenarian and for each maximal ideal M of T
containing I, htM = htvI;
(ii) D is universally catenarian and for each maximal ideal M of T
containing I, T/M is algebraic over R/I and htM = htI;
(iii) R is universally catenarian.
Proof: (i)⇒ (ii) Let M be a maximal ideal of T containing I. From the
valuative inequality formula for the extension R ⊂ T , we have htvM +
tr. deg[T/M : R/I] ≤ htvI + tr. deg[T : R]. Since htM = htvI, then it
follows that tr. deg[T/M : R/I] = 0. Now according to [4, Theorem 2.6],
R is a stably strong S-domain so locally Jaffard. Thus htvI = htI.
Consequently htM = htI.
(ii)⇒ (iii) Under assertion (ii), the ringR is stably strong S. Hence, using
[4, Theorem 2.3], the extension R ⊂ T is universally algebraic modulo I.
The conclusion follows readily from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5.
(iii)⇒ (i) We use the same idea as in the proof of [4, Theorem 2.6]. For
the sake of completeness, we reproduce this proof with suitable changes
at the end. Denote by M1,M2, . . . ,Ms the maximal ideals of T such
that I =
⋂s
i=1 Mi. Let for instance M = M1. Since M +
⋂s
i=2 Mi = T ,
we can choose t ∈
⋂s
i=2 Mi and t
′ ∈ M such that t + t′ = 1. Set
P ′1 = ((tX − 1)T [X ])∩R[X ] and P1 = (M [X ] + (tX − 1)T [X ])∩R[X ].
They are not necessarily consecutive, so let P ′ be maximal among the
primes such that P ′1 ⊆ P
′ ⊂ P1 and not containing I, and P be minimal
such that P ′1 ⊆ P
′ ⊂ P ⊆ P1. Thus P
′ does not contains I, P contains I
and the chain P ′1 ⊆ P
′ ⊂ P lifts in T [X ] as Q′1 ⊆ Q
′ ⊂ Q. (Note
that since P ′ ⊂ P are consecutive, then so are Q′ ⊂ Q.) In fact Q′1 =
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(tX−1)T [X ] (indeed, as P ′1 does not contain I, it lifts uniquely in T [X ]).
So Q contains tX − 1, and it contains I. It cannot contain any prime
containing t (if so, it would contain 1). Thus Q is above M . More
precisely it is an upper to M (since tX − 1 6∈ M [X ]). P is above I =
M∩R in R[X ]. Let us show it is an upper to I. Consider the polynomial
f = (tX − 1)(t′X − 1) = tt′X2 − (t+ t′)X + 1 = tt′X2 −X + 1.
As tt′ ∈ I, f belongs to P ′1 = ((tX − 1)T [X ])∩R[X ]. A fortiori, f ∈ P ,
but f 6∈ I[X ], and hence P is an upper to I. Now since R and T are
universally catenarian, then htP = htP ′ + 1, and htQ = htQ′ + 1. But
htQ′ = htP ′, thus htQ = htP . Hence htM = htI = htvI. The desired
conclusion.
We close this section with some new examples of universally catenar-
ian, non Noetherian domains.
Example 2.8. Let Z be the ring of integers, Q the field of rational num-
bers and X , Y two indeterminates over Q. Set R := Z +XQ[X,Y ] :=
(T, I,D), where T = Q[X,Y ], I = XQ[X,Y ] and D = Z. It is proved
in [12, Exemple 3.6], that R is a catenarian totally Jaffard, non Noether-
ian domain with Krull dimension 3. We improve this result by showing
that R is in fact universally catenarian. It follows from [4, Corollary 3.3]
that R is a stably strong S-domain. Thus the extension R ⊂ T is univer-
sally algebraic modulo I ([4, Theorem 2.3]), and D and T are universally
catenarian. It thus remains to show that the extension R ⊂ T satisfies
first condition (∗) of Theorem 2.1 and secondly the altitude formula.
For condition (∗), we let P be a prime ideal of R[n] containing I[n]
and let p = P ∩R. As R is totally Jaffard, we have:
htP = htp[n] + ht(P/p[n])
≤ htp+ ht(P/I[n])− ht(p[n]/I[n])
≤ htp+ ht(P/I[n])− ht(p/I)
≤ htI + ht(P/I[n])
≤ htI[n] + ht(P/I[n]),
(note that R is catenarian, from [12, Exemple 3.6]). As the reverse
inequality always holds, we thus have
htP = htI[n] + ht(P/I[n]).
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For the altitude formula, we let q be a prime ideal of T containing I.
• If q = I, then
htT q + tr. deg[T/I : R/I]
= htTXQ[X,Y ] + tr. deg[Q[Y ] : Z] = 2 = htR(q ∩R).
• If I ⊂ q, we note that R/I ⊂ T/I satisfies the altitude formula
because Z ⊂ Q and Q ⊂ Q[Y ] both satisfy the altitude formula. Hence
htT q+tr. deg[T/q :R/(q∩R)]=htT q + tr. deg[T/q : R/I]
=htT (q/I)+htT I+tr. deg[(T/I)/(q/I) :R/I]
=htR(q ∩R/I) + htT I + tr. deg[T/I : R/I]
=htR(q ∩R)− htRI + htT I + 1
=htR(q ∩R).
We can conclude that R is universally catenarian.
Example 2.9. Let K be a field, X , Y two indeterminates over K and
R := K + XK[X,Y ]. We show that R is a 2 dimensional universally
catenarian domain which is not Noetherian. Indeed: R := (T, I,K)
where T = K[X,Y ] and I = XT. The Krull dimension of R is dimR =
dimK + dimK[X,Y ] = 2 ([10, Theorem 2.1]). It follows from [12,
Proposition 1.10] that R is non Noetherian and from [4, Theorem 3.2]
that R is a stably strong S-domain. Hence the extension R ⊂ T is
universally algebraic modulo I ([4, Theorem 2.3]). The proof that R is
universally catenarian uses Corollary 2.4. Thus, letting q be a prime
ideal of T containing I, one wants to check that it satisfies condition (1)
of this corollary.
• If q = I, then
htT q + tr. deg[T/I : R/I] = 2 = htRI.
• If I ⊂ q, then,
htT q+tr. deg[T/q : R/I]=ht(q/I) + tr. deg[(T/I)/(q/I) : R/I] + htT I
=htR(0)+tr. deg[T/I : R/I] + htT I=2=htRI
(since the extension R/I ⊂ T/I satisfies the altitude formula).
It follows from Corollary 2.4 that R is universally catenarian.
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Using the same previous arguments, we can generalize easily this re-
sult by showing that if K is a field and {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} are indeter-
minates over K, then the ring R = K + X1K[X1, X2, . . . , Xn] is an
n-dimensional universally catenarian domain.
Acknowledgements. The authors express greatest thanks to the ref-
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